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“Sounds Like: Earnest,  
melodic story songs written  

and sung by a guy who knows his 
way around an electric guitar…For 
Fans of Tom Petty’s hooks, Little 
Feat’s grooves, the rock and soul 

wing of Americana.”
10 New Country Artists  

You Need To Know

“Atlanta’s answer to  
The Boss.” Work finds Pope  

more in thrall with the E Street  
Band than ever on vivacious blue-
collar anthems such as “Can’t Stay 
Here” & “Let’s Get Stoned.” Yet he’s 
at his best when his swagger is set 
aside on the banjo-laden “Someday 
We’re All Gonna Die” the gentle lilt 
of “The Weather” and the plaintive 
title track, which filters its obvious 
Nebraska influence via the 21st 
century troubadourisms of Ryan 

Adams and Josh Ritter.”

“…Seriously addictive”

“Pope actually has more of a 
background as a rocker, a Bruce 

Springsteen devotee who played in 
the band the District before going 

solo in 2007. Led by ‘Bad For Your 
Health’—inspired by a disastrous 

spring break trip during college—the 
decidedly uptempo Work is intended 
to send that message to the world.”

“Ron Pope’s music is  
honest, it comes from the heart,  

and defies any glib categorisation. 
Work embodies that integrity with  

a collection of songs based on  
his own experiences involving 

people who have featured in his  
life and is perfectly recorded in a  

few takes to tape.”

“Nashville meets Brooklyn  
in country rocker Ron Pope’s 

forthcoming album, Work”

“[Of Aretha Franklin’s  
“Baby I Love You,”] “Taking on 

Aretha is a daunting task, but with 
Pope’s vivacious voice and the 

top notch players behind him, this 
rendition is blessed with [it’s own] 

unique wow factor while retaining its 
original luster.””

“Our favorite braid-wearing wonder 
and Nashville-based purveyor of 

explosive Americana”

“[Of “The Last”] Impressive 
harmonies? Butter-smooth vocals? 
Nuanced, thoughtful lyrics? Check, 

check, and check.”

“The independent artist  
alternates between sweet,  

Southern-kissed tunes to livelier 
rock and roll that gives listeners an 

honest look into who he is.”

WORK


